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 Thank you for spending the time with me in this article, I am excited to be able to share with 
high school coaches what and why do things here at the University of Arkansas.  In this article we will 
discuss my journey, training philosophy, player assessments, position on Olympic lifts for baseball 
players, and some tips for coaches to develop if their kids want to be Razorback Baseball players.  The 
goal with article is to give insight into how we develop baseball players here at the University of 
Arkansas.  Using this training method has helped up to enjoy tremendous success during the 2018 
season and hopefully more success to come.     

My coaching journey starts with the Chicago Cubs where I was a Minor League Strength and 
Conditioning Coach in the Midwest League where I implemented an in-season protocol developed by 
the Chicago Cubs organization. This experience led me to East Carolina University, where I continued 
my development as a strength and conditioning coach for Baseball, Football and other collegiate 
sports for 5 years until the pros called once more.  I moved to Missouri to work with the St. Louis 
Cardinals organization, where I worked Big League Spring Training Camp and was stationed at their 
Double-A affiliate Springfield Cardinals. My stay in Missouri was short lived, as I was offered an 
opportunity to work with the best baseball coaching staff in America at the University of Arkansas.  

 



Over the years, I have seen many approaches to training athletes and have been blessed to 
learn from many highly regarded coaches.  This has led to the Meat and Potatoes method of training.  

Which encompasses all facets of training athletes, this has worked for many of athletes at various 
levels of development and I have seen tremendous progress from their efforts. 

There are many ways to effectively train the baseball athlete, at the University of Arkansas we 
call our method The Meat and Potatoes Method. It is based on the coaching staff knowing the 
difference between chronological age and training age. Athletes, especially at the Collegiate level 
arrive to campus with a various levels of training experience. A 21year old player from Junior College 
could have been trained without an Olympic weightlifting component at his previous school while we 
could also get an 18year old kid from Florida that previously participated in a High School competitive 
weight lifting team. Each of these athletes present a different chronological and training age but 
participate on the same collegiate team.  

 

When assessing an athlete’s training age, there are a lot of factors to consider. At Arkansas we 
begin with the overhead squat with a wooden dowel, which helps us identify deficiencies at the ankle, 
hip, shoulder and T-Spine.  We grade this on a scale of 0-3, a three is a perfect score with the wooden 
dowel stays over the center of your body and heels do not come up or turn out, “2” will be if we have to 
elevate your heels, “1” is heels elevated but has trouble keeping the wooden dowel over your head, and 
“0” is given if there is any pain at all, and they will be examined by the team physician.  If an athlete is 
a 1 or 2, they will be tested every two-three weeks to see if there is any progression from the corrective 
exercises that are given.  Our next assessment if they score a 1 or 2, we will then test dorsiflexion 
depending on how the overhead squat test goes, our optimal range of degrees for dorsiflexion is 35-40 
degrees, anything less we hammer with exercises and soft tissue work until they are at an optimal 
range which will help with squat and lunge immediately. 

Meat and Potatoes is an old school approach to lifting weights and assists with the athlete 
being more efficient in the movement, so it correlates to the playing field.  Here at the University of 
Arkansas, we squat, bench and power clean.  We have a different approach to lifting weights in 
baseball, but once we become efficient at the movement, we see our guys develop speed and power 
that will correlate to the field at the highest level.  We truly believe in foundational strength and once 
we have reached our own personal strength goals, we start using alternative methods to help increase 
performance.  One of the methods we use is Velocity Base Training, where we incorporate 
accommodating resistance & the usage of the Tendo units.   



 

When training the squat, we predicate it off our Overhead Squat assessment, you will either 
have a variation of back, front, safety bar, box back squat, box front squat and for some cases we don’t 
load guys they will use our PitShark which is a platform belt squat.   Pressing is next, we use a straight 
bar bench , but again after the assessment or any injury history,  we will have variations of straight 
bar, straight bar with 2-board, football swiss bar, dumbbell bench and even some of our guys just do 
push up variations.   

So what about Olympic Lifts? I am a fan of power clean and the triple extension that you will 
get from the pulls.  Again we have variations of what guys do whether that is a high pull, high pull 
from blocks, catch the clean from the ground and even catch from blocks.  Each guy has a variation 
depending on past history and thru assessments.  For overhead training, we do a lot of Landmine 
Jerks which at the end of the movement is the same angles of acceleration which is used a lot in the 
game of baseball but also the stability you get from the top position is great for shoulder health.  
When it comes to all these lifts and variations we have a progression of each, you MUST be able to be 
efficient in each movement before moving on and loading the bar.   

If you want to be a college baseball player at the University of Arkansas, there are some 
movements you can master before you get here in the aspect of the weight room to help you get ahead.  
The first movement is the hip hinge, which is crucial for almost every lift and once players master this 
at a high level all other lifts and efficiency of the movement will improve. There are many exercises to 
help with this and the first is putting a long PVC pipe along your spine starting at your head and leads 
down to your tailbone.  Once you hinge your hips the PVC pipe will not lose contact of your head or 
tailbone.   

Second is master the Lunge, we like to each the lunge to have a vertical shin angle and keep 
good posture, we have done the knee forward but depends on what we are trying to get accomplished 
that day, learning how to fire the glutes in the lunge will help you tremendously when you arrive in 
our program.  The third movement is doing a proper full rep chin up, the chin up is the best upper 
body movement we can do for firing the scaps and overall shoulder health.  The last movement will be 
a full push up with no sagging in the hips and a tight core, the push up is always brutally done in 
correctly which leads to other muscles to compensate and that is when the shoulder will start barking.  

  As you can see the first two movements I mentioned are lower body muscles because one 
thing is for sure is that the hogs are going to squat, squat heavy if ready and OFTEN!  In some cases I 
have seen in the past if your glutes are not activating or firing at the right time it will usually lead to 



problems even in the upper extremities as the shoulder or elbow, you must fire the glutes to help the 
kinetic chain work properly.   Not to neglect the upper body because those movements are staples in 
our program as well!  Things that take no skill that we must have is enthusiasm and effort, I can’t 
explain how much a program can suffer without these two attributes.  One thing we take in pride as 
Hogs is that we always are hungry to get better and have enthusiasm and effort unknown to mankind! 

If you have any questions, please let feel free to contact via email at rbkinsle@uark.edu 

 

  

 


